Lantah Announces Pre-ICO Details for the First
Blockchain-based Borderless Marketplace
Lantah, Led by an All Star Veteran Team,
Launches First Three Dimensional Crypto
Commerce Platform
TAMPA, FLORIDA, USA, March 14, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Lantah
(www.lantah.com) today announced it is
developing the first blockchain-based
borderless marketplace designed to provide
a wide array of sales services including
retail, wholesale, and auctions of both goods
and services in B2B, B2C, and C2C
transactions. This will connect buyers and
sellers anywhere on Earth, giving everyone
access to world-class sales and distribution
systems that were previously out of reach.
Lantah is led by well-known veterans in
eCommerce, supply chain management,
software development, and marketing who
understand experientially what it takes to
make a good idea become successful. As
part of the announcement, Lantah is
disclosing pre-ICO details, which represents
an exclusive opportunity for early investors
who understand the market opportunity
Lantah addresses.

Backed by a team of all-star veterans with years of
experience in eCommerce, sales, supply chain,
product development and marketing. Lantah will
offer the first blockchain-based Borderless
Marketplace

“My vision was to revolutionize commerce
and global trade by introducing the power of blockchain,” said Daniel Jeffery, Founder and CEO of
Lantah. “I recognized that legacy financial systems would soon give way to virtual currencies and
dynamic payment systems and that escalating fraud could be addressed with the innate strengths of
blockchain - a much-needed new paradigm for commerce has finally arrived.”
Lantah aims to provide a rich ecosystem including online storefronts, secure contracts, and full
supply-chain logistics. Lantah's gram™, will allow consumers and businesses to transact across the
Lantah network and is designed to function with the high liquidity needed to span the global economy.
The gram can act as a standalone currency or as temporary common-ground, acting as a cost
effective and speedy settlement layer between various currencies.
Daniel Jeffery, a young entrepreneur who has become a regular contributor at The Market Mogul,
soon Forbes and was recently featured in publications like Business Vision for his insights on
blockchain, continued, ”While blockchain is thriving, what’s missing is a platform that combines
cryptocurrency, fiat, and a full-scale marketplace with the supply chain infrastructure to support it.

Lantah offers just that.”
With a very large market size, limited Lantah gram
supply, and a strong team made up of experienced
founders, the presale allows buyers to lock in the
minimum possible ICO price and is an offer that savvy
investors won’t want to miss.
The presale of 50 million Lantah grams will be available
at $0.0857142856 per gram. The presale will be followed
by the ICO, which will make 350 million Lantah grams
available with a minimum funding of $30 million and no
limit. Any ICO funding above $30 million will result in an
ICO price above the amount paid by presale investors.
More information about Lantah and this exclusive early
investment opportunity, please visit www.Lantah.com or
email Contact@Lantah.com
About Lantah
Founded by young entrepreneur Daniel Jeffery, Lantah is
backed by a team of all-star veterans with years of
experience in eCommerce, sales, supply chain, product
As a brilliant young entrepreneur, Daniel
development and marketing. Lantah will offer the first
is a regular contributor at The Market
blockchain-based Borderless Marketplace by connecting
Mogul, soon Forbes and was recently
producers from all industries to their customers and
featured in publications like Business
establishing a means for facilitating crypto-commerce
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transactions, thereby standardizing it among businesses
and consumers. By leveraging the power, security and
simplicity of blockchain technology, Lantah opens the doors to a new base of buyers and sellers and
will unleash the true power of eCommerce, because it removes previous barriers due to geographical
supply-chain issues, currency restrictions and other third party deterrents. Based in Florida, Lantah
was founded in 2017 and is privately funded. Please contact
Lorraine Kauffman-Hall at 980-237-7081 or mobile: 704-8199070 or lhall@lantah.com for media inquiries.
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Lantah is a 3 dimensional commerce platform: Lantah
will integrate digital services and social media to attract
users while connecting people and businesses with
similar interests and needs.
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